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Chiarella £4 ] derived an equivalence relation 
between homogeneous and heterogeneous reactor systems.
In doing this he assumed, among other things, that 
or̂ Xjr. and that temperature affectedthe equivalence relation 
so little that the temperature of the reactor could be 
taken as 0°A. The effect on the equivalence relation of 
these two assumptions is considered in this work.
Chapter 1 gives the historical background to the development 
of the idea of equivalence relations.
In chapter 2 the equations needed in the present 
work are derived. In the final section of this chapter, 2.7* 
Chiarella1 s method is outlined.
In chapter 3 Chiarella*s work is repeated with the
assumption or >><r relaxed but temperature is still
assumed to be zero. The effects of the assumption cr >>&o p
on the effective potential scattering cross section and 
on the effective resonance integral are considered.
The second assumption is also relaxed in chapter 4, 
in order to determine whether the computations at zero 
temperature are reliable. Chapter 4 does not aim to be an 
exhaustive treatment of temperature dependence.
Chapter 5 gives details of the methods of computation 
used in obtaining the numerical results for chapters 3 and.4*
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If thermal neutrons are to be used as chain carriers 
in a self sustaining fission chain, the fission neutrons 
must be slowed down to thermal energy. During this 
slowing down process the neutrons pass through energy 
regions at which the absorption cross sections of the 
fertile nuclides concerned (U^^, Th^^, Pu^^) exhibit 
sharp peaks called resonances, and neutron absorption 
at these resonances will not result in fission. This means
jthat these neutrons are lost from the system.
Early workers in the field (eg. Meitner, Hahn and 
Strassmann 1937) considered that the loss of neutrons 
from the system by resonance absorption would interrupt 
the chain reaction. Bohr suspected that even if a chain 
reaction could be established v/hen the uranium in the reactor 
was cold, it's temperature would be raised by the fission 
heat and that this would increase the resonance absorption 
and halt the reaction. (Wigner et al Ü8l presented 
experimental data from which they deduced that "the 
temperature coefficient of the resonance absorption 
is actually very small". The effects of temperature on 
resonance absorption are discussed in Chapter 4*)
Chapter 1 .
2.
Even before a great deal of data was available on 
resonance absorption it was realised that it could be 
diminished by concentrating the fuel into lump's imbedded in 
moderator (heterogeneous system) rather than mixing fuel and 
moderator homogeneously* In a homogeneous system the neutrons 
are moving through a mixture containing the capturing substance 
whilst being slowed through the resonance energies, and the 
probability of their being absorbed is great; in a heterogeneous 
system,if the lumps are sufficiently far apart, the neutron 
should be slowed below the resonance zone in moderator before 
reaching the surface of a fuel lump* Another advantage of the 
heterogeneous system is that some screening of fuel lumps by 
others occurs. Much work has been done to get an accurate 
approximation to the factor determining this screening 
(Dancoff factor)* In the heterogeneous case the resonance 
absorption can be reduced as much as is required by increasing 
the ammount of moderator. However the moderator itself will 
interrupt the chain by absorbing neutrons once they have 
reached thermal energies, so the ammount of moderator is ,
- limited and the optimum fuel/moderator ratio must be found.
In order to decide on the ideal arrangement of fuel 
and moderator it is necessary to have detailed information 
on resonance absorption. Much work has been done on this 




The earliest work on resonance absorption in reactor
fuel elements was done by YTigner et al £18] , who limited
238their study to large spherical lumps containing U or
its oxide. Considering the flux spectra Wigner decided
that resonance absorption could be represented by a mass
or volume term and a surface term, but with emphasis on
the mass term as surface absorption was found to be very
small for large lumps. As the lumps were large scattering
collisions within them were considered.
Y/igner assumed that the neutron flux in the moderator
is uniform and isotropic« He also assumed that the resonance
is narrow compared to the energy change a neutron undergoes
on collision with the fuel atoms(Narrow Resonance approx# )♦
These assumptions will also be made throughout this thesis#
For a large lump an equilibrium flux will be
established in its interior for each energy level, where
neutrons removed by both absorption and scattering will
be replaced by scattering from higher energies. The
equilibrium flux gives rise to volume absorption# The
cr
fraction -=— -— P - (cr , of and cr are the microscopic(T + or + cr a7 s p * ■a s p  ^
cross sections for resonance absorption, resonance scattering 
and potential scattering of the fuel) of the moderator flux 
is incident on the absorbing atoms so that the effective
4
(f  6
absorption cross section of these atons is  ----— y  .
. . °a + °s + ^sThis is the volume term*
The moderator flux is divided into equilibrium flux 
and resonance flux. Resonance flux is said to give rise 
to surface absorption as when equilibrium has been established 
at some distance into the lump the resonance flux has become 
zero.
Total surface absorption =
L ( e ) . s . a .P
+ CTa + °p
where <|>r(E) = resonance flux = ^°a * ^s^oa
cr + a  + cr a s p
= number of resonance neutrons that cross 
unit surface area of the fuel lump per 
unit time.
= surface area of the lump.
= average probability that a neutron will make 
a collision while crossing the lump.
= the fraction of these collisions that will 
result in absorption.
The total surface absorption is averaged over the NV 
atoms in the lump to give
S
P
cr + o + cr a s p
av. effective surface 
absorption cross section
S °a(oa + ^
4ÏÏV (cra + <rs + <rp)
. P
Wigner assumed that every neutron incident on a 
fuel lump made some sort of a collision within it, so that
P = 1 ; thus his expression for resonance absorption (with 




cr cr p a
O' + O' *fa p
d cr (cr + cr ) __ a a____ s
4N (cr + cr + cr )a s p
A +
1.3 The Russian Approach»
The Russian workers G-urevich and Pomeranchouk 04]
based their work on the same assumptions of narrow
resonance and of isotropic and uniform neutron flux in the
moderator, but treated the collision probability differently.
They did not assume as Y/igner did, that every neutron
incident on the surface of the fuel lump would have a
collision within it, but took account of the collision
probability. However they assumed that every collision
that did occur would result in absorption: ie. they
neglected scattering in the fuel lump so that o' = cf = 0.s p
They called this probability of having a collision, v/ith 
every collision resulting in absorption, the"sticking to 
the lump probability”, where
1.3.1 Sticking to
lump probability = J { j 0  - e NOal) dl
and f(l)dl is the probability of a chord length between 
1 and 1 + dl in the lump.
m| g
6.
Making the change to the variable x = t=(E - E ) and
using the Breit-Wigner contour for cr (explained morea
fully in Chapter 2).
-Ncr 1
(1 - e a ) _r2E
-N(T1
r ~  _____ 2—
(1 - e1 + x ) dx
1 r )ohas been taken outside the integral as it is a slowly
1varying function of x, and replaced by ^ , its value at
the resonance peak.)
r
For small Nef 1 (unblockaded resonances) only the 
first term in the series expansion of the integrand need 
be retained, so the integral becomes itNcr 1#
For large No^l (blockaded resonances) 1 + x2 x2
and the integral is 2YjtN cto1.
Thus:
Sticking to. ....... = f(l)l +lump probability J  ^blockaded
resonances
y  X- ^110 .rE r °blockaded
resonances
Then using T = /lf(l)dl = ^  for convex bodies [2]
and /f (l) Yïdl« Vï, this probability becomes
Sticking to = « T  + BVf . lump probability x p ’ *
The effective absorption cross section is equal to 
this probability multiplied by the probability of hitting 
a lump.
1Probability of hitting a lump — , so using
1
T - | !  y J  : _
D u effective resonance _ ^  + « > S
1#3#2 cross section _1___ P1 j M
1.4 Comparison of 1.2 and 1.3
7*
Results 1*2.1 and 1.3.2 appear to be at variance with 
each other, but as both theories are based on the same 
assumptions they are fundamentally the same and only 
vary in their neglect of different features.
Following the publication of these two theories an 
intermediate approach, following Wignerfs method but 
taking detailed account of the collision probability as 
the Russians did, was developed independently by Keane 
Dresner pQ] and Orlov.
It is useful to express resonance absorption in
terms of the effective resonance integral
1.4*1 I = J'o^Ceff) , where cra(eff) is the effective
resonance absorption cross section and is the quantity
defined by 1.2.1 and 1.3*2. The resonance integral can
be evaluated analytically for both 1.2.1 and 1.3*2, but
with o’ (eff) found by the intermediate method the calculations a
become complex; however results have been obtained 
numerically by this intermediate method and show that
Wigner*s assumption that P = 1 is not valid.




where £. (E) is the total
macroscopic cross section of the fuel, and r the radius
8.
of the spherical lump. The generalisation of this for 
any convex lump
(E)1.4.2 P = tv ' is known as Wigner’s rational
1 + Tct (E)
approximation (see 2.4)* The use of this rational approximation 
greatly simplifies the analysis but is still not sufficiently 
accurate.
Better approximations than 1.4.2, in the same functional 
form but involving some constant to account for fuel 
geometry have been sought. Bell(l959), Rothenstein(1960) 
and Leslie, Hill and Jonnson (1965) have all done some 
work towards this. A good approximation to the fuel 
collision probability was developed by Sauer(l963), but 
it is difficult to apply to calculations of the resonance 
integral as it is not in the simple form of Wigner’s 
rational approximation.
1.5 Equivalence Relations.
m m m arnm  Mi i »  ■ i mn m \m  m ■ mmmrnmmmmÊÊmmmmm**
Chemick and Vernon [3] showed that by using Y/igner’s 
expression for o"a(eff) in the expression for the resonance
integral 1.4.1
i r oiou 1 cr(cr + c r ) ~\ dE
I = I < + — a a 8 P i —
j  *■ «t k i 2 > E
Using 1 .4 .2  fo r  P, and or + cr = a s cr. - cr t p
f  crfllTcr + 1) dE
1 .5 .1 I = I a p .  —J  Nlcrt + 1 E
9.
The resonance integral for a homogeneous system is given by
1.5.2 X = 0a°n dEE
and 1.5*1 can be seen to be equivalent to 1.5*2 if cr
in 1.5*2 is replaced by o' + —
P HI
P
This equality is the
basis of equivalence relations between homogeneous and 
heterogeneous systems. Equations 1.5*1 and 1.5*2 were derived 
under the narrow resonance approximation but the same 
equivalence relation holds if the equations are derived 
under the narrow resonance infinite absorber assumption. 
Chernick and Vernon showed that the equivalence holds 
independently of the treatment of energy degradation in 
neutron collisions with the fuel.
1.6 Extension to Lattice System.
From Wigner’s original model of a single lump of 
fuel in an infinite sea of moderator the theory has been 
extended to more complex fuel and moderator arrangements, 
usually to fuel lumps arranged in a regular lattice 
formation in a sea of moderator. Equivalence relations 
between these more complex heterogeneous systems and 
homogeneous systems have also been found. For these 
multi-region systems more detailed escape and collision
10
probabilities are needed, and the following system of 
notation for these is useful:
The suffix 1 stands for the fuel region, 2 for the 
moderator.
1 .6.1 P 3
1.6.2 G3
1.6.3 P. .^3
the probability that a neutron b o m  in 
region j will reach the surface of that 
region without suffering a collision# 
the probability that a neutron incident 
on the surface of a region j will suffer 
a collision in that region* 
the probability that a neutron b o m  in 
region i will suffer its next collision 
m  region j.
In terms of these the probability P used in 1.2 is 
G-j, and will be referred to thus from now on#
When considering the resonance integral for multi­
region systems, the probability P ^  is important#
If the resonance integral for a homogeneous system 
is expressed in terms of the Doppler broadened Breit-Wigner 
contours, it takes the form
(see 2.6)I = .LCsti L , dx
S + l}>(x,t)
In keeping with the idea of equivalence relations 
discussed in 1.5 a similar expression for heterogeneous 
systems is sought, and the resonance integral will take
11.
this form if a rational approximation for P ^  in the form
1.6.4 P11
be found.
01(E)— — — — — where s„ is a constant, can 
ol(E) + s„ e
P ^  can be expressed in terms of Clj  and G^» and
Chiarella and Keane Ì5] obtained expressions of the form
Nlol(E) Nlol(j _ _____ tv ' « _ _____ m
1 1 + a JJToI(E) 2 1 + amNlc^
and these gave an expression for P ^  in the required 
form 1*6*4 with
olm
1 + Nlcr (a + a~ + 1) m m X
with a_ and a^ m 1
constants from fuel and moderator contribution.
Chiarella [4] sought an expression for s in whiche
the fuel and moderator contributions are not separated 
and found that this gave better results.
Two assumptions that Chiarella uses in his work are: 
(1) The value of se calculated for a temperature of 
of 0°A will give reasonably accurate values for 
the resonance integral.
(2) crQ»  <rp .
In this work an investigation will be made into
the effect of the above assumptions on the values of
s and I. e
12.
Mathematical Introduction.
2.1 Basic Equations for a heterogeneous system.
The integral equations known as the slowing down 
equations, obtained by Chemick and Vernon , form 
the basis for investigations into heterogeneous systems.
Only a two region system consisting of fuel lumps 
arranged in a regular lattice in a sea of moderator will 
be considered here. It will be assumed that there is no 
moderator mixed with the fuel in the fuel region.
The following notation will be used:
£  (E) = the macroscopic scattering cross section
of the fuel.
E = the macrosropic potential scattering
Jr
cross section of the fuel.
E_(E) = the macroscopic absorption cross section
of the fuel.




a (E), or, cr(E), <r+(E) are the respective microscopics ' '' 'p ’ _a 
cross sections.
E. (E) = E! = the macroscopic total cross section of
OCi
the moderator.
= the minimum fraction of a neutron*s energy 
retained after an elastic collision with the 
nuclide in region i
13.
M E )  = the flux at energy E in region i. Only
spatially averaged energy dependent fluxes 
are to be considered. This assumption is 
quite reasonable for strongly absorbing 
systems.
= the volume of region i.
Under these conditions, with P. . defined by 1.6.3,J J
the slowing down equations are
2.1.1 = V l 1
'EgiEOfME'ME*
J
0  - **1 )E'
V  1 - P22) ^ 2(E')dE'(1 -oCgjE*










2.2 Resonance Cross Sections#
The resonance cross sections of the fuel nuclide 
are approximately described by the Breit-Wigner formulae. 
These cross sections are energy dependent, but
H.
are given in terms of a variable x instead of E, where
y
x = £(e - Er) . Er is the peak resonance energy.V
2 . 2.1
a
2 . 2.2 sr
2.2.3
_ IS %T 1 + x 2
- I« °0
r 1 + X2
*0r 1 + x^
°a(E)’ °sr(E) and ô .(E) are the microscopic cross sections 
for resonance absorption, scattering and fission respectively.
T V  , T n , T f , T  are referred to as the absorption, 
neutron, fission and total widths of the resonance.
crQ is the peak height of the total resonance cross
section and is given by
=o
where k is the wave number of the neutron in the neutron -
nucleus centre of mass system, gj is a statistical
2J + 1spin factor equal to where J is the spin2(21  + 1)
quantum number of the compound nucleus formed by the 
target nucleus and the neutron; I is the spin quantum 
number of the target nucleus.
If appropriate values of k and g j are chosen
,6 Tn<r0 = 2.608 x 10
T X
The energy, E, in 2.2.1 to 2.2.3 is the relative 
energy of the neutron and nucleus. At 0°A the nuclei
15.
are static, so that E is neutron energy. At higher temperatures 
the nuclei are in thermal motion and in order to express 
the resonance cross sections in terms of neutron energy 
this motion has to be taken into account and averaged 
over a Maxwellian distribution.





T = Temperature in °A 
k = Boltzmann* s constant 
m = mass of neutron 
M = atomic mass
Some numerical values for U238 are:
A mean value of = .0022V3jT  ; Ty = .025
so that T 1 = .025 + .0022VS,, .
For resonances at large energies “P » T 1  • In this case
t - ----- . Since the temperature of the reactor rangesT
3.345 o o •from about 300 A to 900 A,t lies between 100 and 300.
For T = 0°, t = 0 and ijj(x f0) = -----^ f so that1
1 4* X
2.2.4 reduces to 2.2.1 . 2.2.4 is the Doppler broadened 
Breit - Wigner contour.
16.
It is also necessary to define the following cross 
sections:
microscopic potential scattering cross section*
°t<*> - total microscopic cross section
cra(E) + orp + <rsr(E) + crf(E)
+ crQj/ (x ,t ) [Jilin
T
2.2.5 = cfp + <yQif>(x,t)
cr (E) , the total resonance cross section, is 
<rr(E) = crt(E) - <3p = cro^(x,t)
All these cross sections are appropriate to the
centre of mass system. In the laboratory system widths
M + 1and resonances are enlarged by a factor of ----- #
This work only deals with nuclei for which = 0* 
2*3 Resonance Escape Probability*
The probability that a neutron escapes capture 
while slowing down through a resonance is denoted P^ , 
and called the resonance escape probability*
If and E^ are the energies above and below 
E at v/hich fluxes resume asymptotic form, then
2.3.1
+
Ea (e ') . M e *) dE*
3=1 t '■'E.
The effective resonance integral 1*4*1 can be 
expressed in terms of resonance absorption and fuel
17.
flux as
2 . 3.2 I =
-E.
'E
or (E )-f ,(E ) dE
and in terms of I the resonance escape probability is
V. I
2.3.3 P = 1 - — L --
V2 W
is the cell averaged neutron lethargy increment per 
collision and cf̂  is the cell averaged microscopic potential 
scattering cross section#
A more useful expression for the resonance escape 
probability is
Pr = expC-^I / (Vt = V1+V2 )
v/hich compensates to some extent for the error due to 
the narrow resonance approximation in the case of 
strongly absorbing low energy resonances.
2.4 Escape and collision probabilities#
For a multi - region system let
>̂(r 5 £*) = the total flux of energy E at a point
r in region i due to uncollided 
neutrons emanating at energy E from
an isotropic unit point scource at• « • •r* m  region
18.
Then the average flux of energy E in region i 
due to these neutrons will be given by:
J  fill » ) dr
and the average number of collisions suffered by these 
neutrons in region i is
^ ( r 1) = L  ; r*) dri ^7±
then P^(r’) is the probability that a neutron b o m  at 
r* in region j has its next collision in region i , and 
this can be averaged over j to give




dr1 <J>(r ; r1) dr
V5 vi
By changing the order of integration in 2.4.1 it can 
be seen that
2 . 4 .2
T i V «
which is the reciprocity theorem. 
If a neutron is b o m  at a point r in a finite lump of 
purely absorbing medium, let it have a probability P(r) 







Case, de Hoffman and Placzek [2) develop an expression 
for this. They introduce the chord length functions
f(l)dl = probability of à chord length between
1 and 1 + dl
T mean chord length 4V for convex bodies.
and show in terms of these
1
1 V e * j
r ' -1XL.(E)(1 - e T ) f(l)dl
Expressions for P^for various particular convex 
fuel geometries are then developed by consideration of 
the chord length functions for each shape. The following 
expressions for slab and cylindrical fuel lumps are 
needed for this work.
For slabs:
1 r • £+(e )i
2.4.4 p, = -- -— i 1 - 2E,(— ----)1 TEt(E) L 5 2
where the function E,(x) is given hy
2.4.5 E^(x)
20





* ( x h x  r
It J Vi - x^ JJ0 Vl x X
* -Ì£.(E)y e__________
2y Vy - x
<*y
which has been expressed in berms of the Bickley function
Ki3(x) as
2.4.6 P 1 irt(E)
1 I ' 4 _1 1 ---1 Ki3(lẐ .(E) cose) cos© de7t '0






The collision probability 0^ mentioned in chapter 1 
is given in terms of the quantities used in 2.4*1 by
i -  / (1 - e
-IE. (e)
) f(l) dl2.4.8 G 
so that
2.4.9 G1 = T^(E)Pt
Wigner developed his rational approximation on 










1 1 + £t(E)lr  * p 1 + 21(E)!
21.
As mentioned in 1,6 is needed in considerations 
of multi-region systems, and as it is usually difficult 
to get an expression for P ^  from 2.4*1 , the following
expression (due to Bell, 1959) for P ^  in terms of P^ , 
G-.J and is useful. It is assumed that the neutrons 
fall isotropically onto each fuel lump. The error 
introduced by this assumption is usually very small.
P ^  is the probability that a neutron b o m  in fuel 
has its next collision in fuel.
Figure 1.
P ^  = probability that neutron b o m  in A collides in A
+ probability that it escapes from A, passes through 
the moderator without collision, and collides in B 
+ probability that it escapes from A, passes through 
the moderator without collision, passes through B 
without collision, passes through the moderator 
without collision, and collides in C
+ etc
22.
= ( i -p 1) + p 1( i - g2)g1 + p 1( i - g2) ( i - g1) ( i - g2)g1 + . . .
This is a geometric progression and can be summed to 
infinity to give P. (l-Gp)G.,P^ = (1-Pj + --- - -- — --11 1 1 -  ( i - g2) ( i -g1)
G-̂ + Gp( 1 -GL )
2*4*11 = — ---- ----- !-- —  *
1 - (1-ff-,)(l-&2)
2 .5 Asymptotic flux and the harrow resonance approximation*
The flux 4±(E) has been shown to have an asymptotic
value <b
k̂ (E) = —  , <̂Q constant.E
This is shown by basic slowing down theory, eg. by 
G-lasstone and Edlund [13] •
It can be shown that
< j>Yo Q is the sourcef
the cell averaged neutron lethargy per collision and 
2^ the cell averaged macroscopic potential scattering 
cross section.
It is usual to assume that there is a source of 1 
neutron per cc per second so that
♦o Jj__
*h h
Under the narrow resonance approximation it is
23.
assigned that the resonance is narrow and that flux
takes its asymptotic value outside the resonance# The
moderator flux never deviates from its asymptotic value
so (¡>9(E) can always he replaced hy —  , so that 
 ̂ E
E2$2(E') dE*
4 (1 -  E ' ’









2#6 The Equivalence Relation#
For a homogeneous system ^(E) is given by
E,(e)<L(e) = [(r(E') )4(e*) — —t T1 Jc s p o -oOE-
Which under the narrow resonance approximation gives
r  *
4i (E) = = 2 ^ -Y1 Z t(E)E
so the resonance integral 2*3.2 becomes
! . i
° J  o-t m  e
A change to the variable x = — (E - Er) is made, 
and 2.2.4 , 2.2.5 are used for cr&(E) and o^E). As i
24.
is a very slowly varying function of x it is taken
outside the integral and replaced "by ^ •
r
In the integration with respect to E the limits 
are Er+ and Er~ (2.3) • After the change to the variable 
x the limits are ~(Er+ - Er) and £(Er“ - Er) . Since 
+ -- Er and Er - E^ are very large when compared 
with T, these limits are taken to oo and - ©o. In taking 
these limits to infinity it is assumed that the wings 
of the resonance do not overlap into another resonance. 





Tier A- * £/0
2E. , P = 7^" 9 the J function i
j(p,t) = / ■ ..dx
p + f (x,t)
-  oO
The J function has been studied by Dancoff and 
G-insburg, Roe, Dresner, Adler and others.
For t = 0 , lji/(x,t) 
analytically as J(P,0)
: ■ mx and J can be evaluated
1 + yT
— ■ ■ -----  . For other values
2Yp(1 + p)
of t fairly rapid numerical methods of evaluation have 
been developed.
25.
In order to make use of the methods developed for 
homogeneous resonance integrals it is desirable to express 
the heterogeneous resonance integral in the same form.
Applying the narrow resonance approximation to the 
fuel region in 2.5.2 gives
2.6.1 V2(1 - r22)S2ij
By the reciprocity theorem 2.4.10
v2(1 -  P22)Z:2 = V,(1 -  E ,, )S t (E)
and using this 2.6.1 becomes
2 . 6 .2
^ (E ) f ,(E )  = { r „ ^  + (1 -  I,, )2 t (E)} i a
, (E) . f°t<E> + )1 h
1 l 0 1 (B )  J E
If this is put into 2.5.2
2.6.5 I =
r \ i B )  f a t e )  + -  crt (E) ) j  j,0 dE
GO
crt(E) E
If a rational approximation for is found in the form





r ^  4> _dEcr (E) }---E. e I *°
— oO
0-t(E) + se; E
26.
The change to the variable x is made as before
o o
I =
Ter <f>d 0 1o




2E_ cr + _E__
— oO o
l|/(x,t)
2.6.5 I = I
s t ( x , t )
J "s + f(x, t)
dx
— cO
— — _  <f +' s Tier <j>




and this is the required form.
Now it is necessary to find an expression for s0 •
2.7 Evaluation of se as done by Chiarella.
First an expression for I is developed without 
using the rational approximation for P^. Instead Bell’s
+ Cr0( 1 — P1 — )
formula 
2.4.11 P11
1 ^ ^2V 1 A1 " U1 
1 - (1 - G-jJO ~ G2)
is used.
Throughout this section it is assumed that <f >> <$°  o p
and hlcro >>1 , and for systems with these properties 
2.4*11 is a very accurate expression for P^.
From 2.4.11 1 - P-j-j = P1G2
&2 + G^ ( 1 — Gg)
G1 =and by 2.4.9
27
G.





where G = 1
1 + rG1
Using this 2*6.3 can be v/ritten
I =■ toJ
0 1 (E )
(<ft(E) - cr)G]dE
a crt(E) Nl[crt(E)]2 J E




. . I t .,. -  ■ .  4 . ao (/'2(x>t) &
“i- *0
Eor
°p + ^0 f t e * * )  wl(crp + 0̂ 0 )
„ 1 




i = i °p dx
G dx
2nn21 1 cr0 + crp(i + x2) Nl >/̂ (<r0 + <rQ(i + x^))
Each of these integrals will be dealt with separately. 
The first is dx
1 I %  21 + + tT
and since cr >> or f 1 + °o ^  °o , and the integral cano P cr iS ’
be evaluated analytically to give Trl^(^)
28.
The second integral can he written
“ V
G dx
(°o + s^)2\ 2
o crP
again using ~  + 1







N1er (fkvcr , °o 1
\ 2 2 ) zP P ^ + “  “2P P z
rcl-, iwhich is --  (cr cr )~̂  K
2NÏ 0 vP
with
2 . 7.2 4 f Gz dz it J (1 + z2 ) 2
Combining these integrals gives
2.7.3
i01 ^ Kr cr & -j
1 = ^ 1  (^) + —  ( V p } ft °o 2N1 ° p J
Now considering G :
G.
G = 1 G1G2
1 + rG1 ^2 ^
G^ refers to the moderator only, so is constant for 
any particular moderator.
G^ can be expressed exactly for some fuel geometries.
29
l'or cylinders ^
4 r  2-
G1 = 1 ---
% J
1 cos0^} cos9 d0
which after the change to x is
tC
4 r
2.7.4 G- = 1 ---
TC O P
O’ ■g’l
v/hich for T = 0°A f cr >> cr , x = (” ) —7 r\ 7 O Z
K±^ £ (Nierai + ■£— <^(x,t)) cos©^ cos© d©
P
2.7.5 G. = 1 ---
1t
tüi
' Nier (1i  + z ) cos© | cos© d©
Por slabs (from 2.4.4)
G1 = 1 - 2E30
r+(E) T
)
which under the conditions above becomes





= 1 - 2E,(---E (1 + z2))
5 2
Chiarella tabulated the function K, using both
2.7.5 and 2.7.7, using a 16 point Gaussian integration
rule. v
To find s0 the two expressions for I, 2.7.3 and
2.6.5 are equated. 2.6.5 for T = 0°A is
dx
I = I1 1 „ °0 2 1 + — -+ X
; which becomes
—  o o
cr + s„P e
30.
1 = " M 1 + c T + s2 . 7 . 8
this is rearranged to
I = Hi,j (1 + ) +
P
1cr




> >>cT and cr >>cr +o p 0 P e
cr cr or
lo )) lo and 1 + — —cr cr cr +s
P P P
cr + s 
P e
cf -4" -rir rs
2 . 7 . 9  I  =  1*1, { ( ^ )  "  +  %  ' (  (O p  +  s e )  -  <rp )
O




%  {(<rp + se> ‘ °p j  -  ^  ^  (<rocP)
(o' + sQ)® - cr j' p e p
K
—  °P 
2H1
°pi(ap + Sey
o ' (c r  +  s ) 




2 H l P
K2 Kcr
Q Q + — E •4 N T N1





This expression for Uls„ depends on Nlo' and G0 «6 P c .
cr
■gr- has "been eliminated from the expression so that it 
P
is independent of the particular resonance. Chiarella has
used 2,7*10 to tabulate his for various values of Nlcre p
and • These are the values given as "Chiarella* sM
in tables 3*1 and 3*2 «
32.
Chapter 3»
Consideration of the Effect of .
3*1 Evaluation of s
Chiarella has made several approximations in the
calculations described in 2 .7 on the basis of cr >> <5 .o p
Por example in the simplification of 2 .7*1 it is assumed 
O'







1 +  z
2
By using these approximations the analysis has been
cr
simplified and it has been possible to eliminate ~
°P
from the expression 2 .7*10 for ITTs •
It is of great advantage to have an expression 
- °ofor Nls independent of —  as this means it is resonance
e ° p
independent. In this chapter Chiarella1s work is repeated 
without making these approximations to find out what 
error they introduce. The assumption that the results 
are not temperature dependent will still be made, and the 
effects of this approximation will be investigated in 
chapter 4*
Chiarella*s method of finding s , described in 2.7
6
33.
will be used: ie expressions for the effective resonance 
integral are found v/ith given by
<rt(E)
(1) The rational approximation =
crt(E) + se
(2) 2.4.11 ; =
1 - (1 - o p o  - G2)
then these expressions are equated and solved for s .
For the expression for I of type (1) take
2.6.5 I = I
J
mÆ z s I lL dx
S + Ÿ(x,t)
This can be written for t = 0 ,
s dx





For an expression for I using Bell’s formula it is 
necessary to go back to 2.7*1
I = + cro(^2(x,t)G 1
— eO p  O T ' '  ' ’ p
G„ 1 - G
G =





is given by 2.7*4 * 2.7*6
r
G1
4 r  ̂ 0'
1 - *  / Ki5 iNTop(1 + ) cose]
J  o P J
( N lc r  cr ■)














3.1.2 can be written in the same form as 2.6« 5
*o
3.1.3 I = I




dx where sty) is





Nlcr (1 + aiJO + aif'G 
Nlcr a( 1 + a f )  - aG
putting t = 0 this becomes
3.1.4
( f )
Nlcr (1 + a + x O  + aG _______ EL__________ 1_________
Nlcr a( 1 + a + x2) - aG( 1 + x2)
ir
so that the expression to solve for s ( first as se







—  * o
35.
which for t = 0 is
«o
3.1.6 TT
s f sty) . yf/
-- — = 2 I —— *---- - dx ; (1/ = ---




s ( f ) by 3.1.4
Unfortunately a cannot he brought outside this integral 
without making approximations. The expressions for
also remains dependent on a.
H  o




K . ,  ]  N lc r  (• i3 t V 1 + x‘
) cos0 \ cos0 d0
V.
'Ulcr 1 + a + x




sty) . v|/ 
sty) +
1 + x‘
dx can be evaluated numerically as
described in 5.5 • Call its numerical value R, then 
the solution of 3.1.6 is
3.1.7
4R‘s = 2 2 Ti - 4R
Once s has been evaluated Rls^ can be found frome •
UTse = NTcrp(as - 1) .
As a has not been eliminated from the expression for
Nls , it will be necessary to evaluate Nls for severalcr e
values of a - —  .
P
36.
3-2 Limit of NTs as a —^
Since Chiarella’s assumptions were made on the basis
of a large, ie. as a — >oo, Nls from 3.1 should approach
Nls from 2.7*10 . e
4R‘
Prom 3*1.7 s = 2 2nr - 4R
oo
Prom 3.1.2 R =
Nlcr if/ { 1 + a q / ) + a ' f 2G- dx
7
Nlcr (1 + a f )
YaMaking the change of variable x = — — as in 2.7
vp = —1 1 +
Z2 2 x z + a
and as a —4 ©o , f - > ï
©O
E =
N1cT z2(1 + z2) + z^G 'Va dz
Nlcr a( 1 + z2)2O p z
oO
i  Î T T - ,
2nz G-
Nlcr (1 + z2)2 P
dz
r













2\ 2 dzK Jo (1 + Z )  
is the same.
which is the same as
Using x = Ya
G.
z in the expressions for gives
1 - ~rKj^ i NTor (-— — i-S ) cos© "j COS0 de 
>o '   ̂ ^ z + a ^
v. 1 -
2 ^  2 /z + az + aJiNlcr ( 2 ^z + a
and as a «*? these become
f 1 ■ I { Ki3 {NTo'p(1 + z2) cose] cose de
2E3 [iNlap(1 + z2)]
and these are the same as 2.7«5 and 2.7.7 so that 3.2.2 
is the same as 2.7.2 .
Now using 3.2.1 in 3.1.7
s (2Elcrp + K)2
4a(NTcrp) 2 - (2Hla + K)2
which as a -> °o becomes
s
(2Nlcr + K)2 
— .___ 2_______ __
4a(Elcrp) 2
1
which —» 0 as — .
a
38
K 2 +  43T1CT K 
4Nlcrp
and this is the same as 2.7*9
3*3 Tabulation of results.
Values of Nls^ for various values of Nlcr # G-0
“ * £  *een T h e  aa - « » U , , -
are the ones obtained by him using 2.7*9 • The others were 
obtained by the method outlined in 3.1 .
39.
Table 3*1
Nlse for Slab Systems.
The table shows NTse and the percentage difference from
Chiarella’s values.
G2 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7
0.1
Ch1 s 1.1365 1.0110 0.8880 0.7675a = 
10 1.2083 5.9$ 1.0638 5.0$ 0.9256 4.1$ 0.7931 3.2$
102 1.1941 4.8$ 1.0545 4.1$ 0.9919 3.5$ 0.7900 2.9$
105 1.U30 .57$ 1.0160 .49$ 0.8917 .41$ 0.7701 .34$
106 1.1366 .01$ 1.0111 .01$ 0.8881 .01$ 0.7676 .01$
0.5
Ch! s 1.1319 1.0077 0.8858 ‘ 0.7663a = 
10 1.2363 8.4$ 1.0875 7.3$ 0.9451 6.3$ 0.8089 5.3$
102 1.1461 1.2 $ 1.0187 1.1$ 0.8941 0.9$ 0.7723 0.8$
105 1.1333 .13$ 1.0088 .11$ 0.8867 .10$ 0.7669 .08$
106 1.1319 1.0077 0.8858 0.7663
1.0
Ch's 1.1173 0.9956 0.8761 0.7586a = 
10 1.1849 5.7$ • O 4^ CO _\ • 0 0.9158 4.3$ 0.7877 3.7$
102 1.1250 0.7$ 1.0016 0.6$ 0.8806 0.5$ 0.7620 .45$
105 1.1181 .07$ 0.9926 .06$ 0.8765 .05$ 0.7590 .05$
106 1.1173 0.9956 0.8761 0.7586
(Ch’s is Chiarella’s value.)
Table 3.1 continued
40'.




Ch! s _^ • o <JD O VJl 0.9736 0.8583 0.7448cl — 
10 1.1282 3.3$ 1.0032 3.0$ 0.8811 2.6$ 0.7618 2.2$
102 1.0946 0.4$ 0.9768 0.3$ 0.8608 0.3$ 0.7467 .25$
103 • o _!k o • 
,
o 4^ 0.9739 .03$ 0.8586 .03$ 0.7450 .02$
106 1.0905 0.9736 0.8583 0.7448
3.0
O h ’ s 1.0713 0.9578 0.8458 0.7351a = 
10 1.0969 2.3$ 0.9782 2.1$ 0.8615 1.8$ 0.7469 1.6$
102 1.0740 .26$ 0.9600 .22$ 0.8475 .21$ 0.7363 .18$
103 1.0715 .02$ 0.9580 .02$ 0.8459 .01$ 0.7352 .01$
1 0 6 1.0713 0.9578 0.8458 0.7351
6 . 0
CQ
______£2. 1.0407 0.9330 0.8261 0.7200a = 
10 1.0533 1.2$ •T—K'x•O 0.8340 0.9$ 0.7529 0.8$
102 1.0421 .13$ 0.9341 .12$ 0.8269 .09$ 0.7206 .09$
105 1.0409 .02$ 0.9331 .01$ 0.8262 .01$ 0.7200
1 0 6 1.0407 0.9330 0.8261 0.7200
41.
Table 5.2
NT s for Cylinder Systems.
32 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7
HierK
0.1
Ch* s 1.1952 1.0612 0.9501 0.8019
a = 
10 1.4950 20.# 1.2826 17.# 1.0891 15.# 0.9121 12.#
102 1.2690 5.8# 1.1172 5.0# 0.9712 4.0# 0.8510 5.5#
105 1.2050 .65# 1.0672 0.6# 0.9545 0.5# 0.8051 0.4#




jOCMKV•N— 1*0079 0.8860 0.7664a = 
10 1.2049 6.0# 1.0644 5.0# 0.9288 4.5# 0.7977 4.0#
102 1.1402 0.7# 1.0142 0.6# 0.8908 0.5# 0.7700 0.5#
105 1.1529 .07# 1.0085 .06# 0.8864 .05# 0.7668 .04#
106 1.1520 1.0079 0.8860 0.7664
6.0
Oh's 1.0587 0.9514 0.8248 0.7190
a = 
10 1.0508 1.0# 0.9410 1.0# 0.8524 0.9# 0.7247 0.8#
102 1.0400 0.1# 0.9524 0.1# 0.8256 0.1# 0.7196 .08#
105 | • O MM 00 « O 0.9515 .01# 0.8249 .01# 0.7191 .01#
106 1.0587 0.9514 0.8248 0.7190
42
Table 3.3 ----------
Values of R = / dx compared to values of
^  s(y) + V
s.J(s.t) = / s* ^ dx for s based on Chiarellafs Nls .— --  e
Jo 's + ^
{s based on the other values of Nlse in tables 3*1 and 3.2
give s J(s,t) = H correct to 7 decimal places as these values
were obtained by equating Is J to R as described in 3*1^ .
Slab Systems.
a = 10
G2 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7
NlcrP
R 0.5317 0.5053 0.4779 0.44900.1
S.J 0.5210 0.4967 0.4710 0.4438
R 0.2266 0.2200 0.2134 0.20671.0
s. J 0.2262 0.2197 0.2132 0.2065
R 0.1692 0.1679 0.1666 0.16536.0
S.J 0.1692 0.1679 0.1666 0.1653
a = 100
G2 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7
R 1.1826 1.1520 1.1177 1.07890.1
*3. J 1.1680 1.1395 1.1074 1.0706
R 0.6652 0.6477 0.6298 0.6117
1.0
S.J 0.6566 0.6407 0.6243 0.6075
R 0.5095 0.5059 0.5023 0.49876.0 S.J 0.5090 0.5055 0.5020 0.4985
43.
3>4 Discussion of Results»
cr
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show that a = —  has a significant
P
effect on the values of Nlse in some cases. For large Gp 
and small Nlcr the influence of a is greatest.ir
e.g. for Gp = NTcr = 0.1 :
3*4.1 For slab systems Chiarellafs results are:
6.0# too low for a = 10 
4.8$ too low for a = 100
0.6$ too low for a = 1000
3.4.2 For cylinders Chiarella's results are:
20# too low for a = 10 
5.8io too low for a = 100
* 0.7$ too low for a = 1000.
However for large Nlcr̂  Chiarellafs results are 
much better:
e.g. for Nla = 6.0 the error is less than 1 # even P
for a = 10.
From table 3*3 it can be seen that the error in the 
effective resonance integral caused by the errors in 
Nlse are not as large.
e.g. for Gp = 1.0, hicr =0.1, for slabs
for a = 10 the error in his is 6$ but in R is 2#e
a = 100 the error in NTs is 4.8$ but in R is 1.2# •0
44.
In the percentages given in 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 the values 
for a = 10 differ greatly. This is because Nls has a maximum
turning point with respect to HIo' , and for slabs this isir
for O.KNlcf <0.2 but for cylinders it is 0*005<Nlcr <0.05;ir P
thus for Nlcfp = 0*1 for slabs Nlse has turned and fallen
back towards Chiarella1s value, but for cylinders it 
is still rising. (These turning points were found numerically) 
The effects of the turning point are not seen in 
the result tables for other values of a since as a gets
larger the turning point gets closer to Nlcr = 0, so itP
is below the values of NTcr tabulated. For a = 0 theP
turning point for slab systems is found numerically to
be in 1.6<Nlcr <1.8 ♦
G-raph of Nlse for slabs, against Nlcr̂  , for ~ 1*0
showing the turning points
IV -L Of.
For cylinders the turning points are much closer
to Nlcr = 0. For a = 0 it is O.KNlo' <0.3 (found numerically) P P
and gets closer to Nlol = 0 as a gets larger.
Jr
3.5 Consideration of Some Limits to Check the Numerical 
Methods Used«
(a) To find the turning point of Nls with respect to 
NlCp as a 0.
Nlcr
Lim s(i/0 = ---------  and this approaches infinity as —
a 0 1 a(Nl<r -G) aP
and is independent of x. For s(^) independent of x the 




NlcTp -  Ga -> 0 c
To find the required turning point let the derivative of
Nlse with respect to nT ĉ  equal zero;




G1 + G2 - G ^ g
so that G f = < Y G2'
(G-j+Gg-G^g)“- G
d NlcrP
. V . 2
2 ~ „ 2 G
1
ie* the maximum turning point in Nls^ is whene
0- 12 ^ 1  2(Nlcr G) • — ^ — G = 0 ; where Gi1 is the derivative
p G. 1
of G^ wrt Nlo^ •
ie. when (Hlol) ' - G-j = 0 , which is independent
of G2.
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For slab systems G. 1 - 2E3(£n i crp)
where E„(x)
G.,' = E2(iliI(T ) 
r e~x*̂ dy
for a = 0 so
So for slabs the maximum turning point occurs when
(NlCp)2 E2(-tNÎOp) - (1 - 2E3(£Nlcr ) )2 = 0 .
Using tables of E^Cx) and E2(x) from [2] it is
found that for Ultf = 1.6 this expression equals +0.008
Jr
and for Nlcr =1.8 it equals -0.002, so the turning point 
does lie between 1.6 < Nlcr < 1.8 as found numerically.Ir
Por cylinder systems G-̂ for a = 0 is
r
a1 = 1 - £» n
a
Ki3(Q cos0)cos0 d© 
l ’ ~ it Ki2^Q cos0) cos20 dGJ  S i
*0
-xt -xcosh u
K^ (%) ’ I, —
dt = 2cosh u du
and can be evaluated by the rational approximation:
47
kZ_a-x
K ± 2 ( x )  = k=0
I f - X
k=< , v
k Y T + x
; for n = 4 , a, and b, are
a1 = .9749744 a2 = 4.938631 a^ = 2.424512 a. = .07686022
b1 = .9750493 b2 = .4987100 b^ = 1.976595 b. = 0.06125529
—  2 2The expression (Nlo^) G-̂ 1 - was evaluated
using this approximation and the method of 5*2 to 
evaluate G-̂ and ’ , and it was found
for uTcr = .1 , (Klcr )2G1' - G.,2 = 3.13 X 10“6
Klcr = .3 , (liTcr )2G '  - G 2 = -9.01 X  10~5
hr hr * *
verifying that the turning point is for .1 < Nlcr < .3 ,P
as found numerically and stated in 3*4 •
(b) To find the limit of Nlsp as G0 — > 0«
G = G1G2 G1G2
1 -  (1 -  G^)(1 -  Gr>) + G20  -  G-j)
so that as G2 ^ 0 it can be seen that G 0 «
48*
Hlcr (1 + a + x^) + a(xQ 
Then s(tl/) = — -----E------- 5------------- 5-





G-p Gp( 1+x^) p
+ ..... + o(Gp )
Nlcf (1+a-Kx) NlcT a(1+a4oc ) ^p p
a2
+ — _ —  which is constant so that
a U lo 'P




Nls^ = Nlcr (as - 1) *= G0e p 2
ie# Nlse— > G"2 as G2— >0* For small G2, Nlse 
This is backed up by numerical results.
G,
For Slabs at T = 0°, a = 10, Nlor = V .(
g 2 1.0 O.q 0.6 0.3 0*01 0.001
NTse 1.1941 ■1.0545 0.6674 0.3148 0.0100 0.0010
# diff 19# 17# 10.5# 5# — —
(</o diff is the ^difference between Nlse and G-2)
(c) Limit as a — > oo and iffiol— > ,
_ K2 + 4Nlo K
For a— 9 00 j  Nls = ----- - --e 4Nlcr
49.
for slabs for NTcr— > oo ; = 1, G = G2 .
so that K = G2 ‘
Then NT e =
+ 4Nlcr G2
4NlcrP
and as Nlcr— > oo, Nls — > G0 .P 6 d
This is also re-enforced by numerical results:
For slabs with = 0.7 , a = 10^
NlcrP 0.1 1.0 6.0 10.0 50.0 100.0
hise 0.7675 0.7586 0.7200 0.7122 0.7030 0.7015
50.
Chapter 4*
The Effect of Temperature»
In 2.7 Nls was evaluated using Chiarella’s methos 
with the approximations cr >><J and t = 0. In Chapter 3
^  Jr
the assumption C0>><r was relaxed "but t v/as still assumed 
zero. In the present chapter His will be evaluated without 
recourse to either of these assumptions. Thus equation 




s + V „
R = f  V  dx
Jo s(p + f
s(p MTcr (1 + af) + a pRlcr a(l + af )  - aG
R is evaluated as described in 5*5 •
Equation 3*1*5 is solved as described in 5*6 •
R = where I is the effective resonance integral
as given by 2.6.5 and 1̂ V * J 0 .2Er •
51.
.4.1 The Integral R#
First the limit of R as t -**?is considered# 
As t co f <j/(xf t) 0 so that











As a 0, s((|0
so that we have
NlcT
a(NÏcT - G) P
, just as for t h?
7ÜLim R = •* ; Lim R 
t —> a 0






can be used# The function
52.
p.J(p,t) has a repetitive pattern as follows when this 
approximation for </> (x,t) is used.





















ie. |0.J(|0,100t) = p.J(p,t) . '
Since R is equated to P.J(P,t) we can expect R to have 
a similar pattern for large t.
53.
The values of R tabulated below were evaluated using 
PSICHI (see 5*3) to evaluate ^(x,t) for tjC 10^, and the
exponential approximation for (^(x,t) for t>10^. These 
values of R can be seen to tend to the expected limits and 
to have the repetitive pattern for large t.
Table 4«1. R for Slab Systems, = 1,0, Hier = 6*0
T 0 10 100 105 104 105 106 107
a= .001 1.5708 1.5708 1.5708 1.5708 1.5708 1.5708 1.5708 1.5705
a= 10 .5095 .7483 1.0788 1 .3560 1.4937 1.5452 1.5626 1.5705
a- 100 .1692 .2042 .3414 .6511 1.0497 1.3512 1.4931 1.5452
a= 1000 .0538 .0555 • 0696 .1352 .3099 .6388 1.0497 1.3512
4*2 The Values of HTse*
To evaluate NTs the method of 5*6 was used toe
solve the equation *s,J(s,t) = R for s, then Hlse was
calculated by Hls^ = aHlol's - Nloie p p •
As a->0 and as t — =>«>, it was shown in 4*1 that
nïoi 
s(</0 = — — ^a(NTcr-G)
• How from3*5 G = G1G2Gr-j + (*£ — G--J G-̂
Cnicr
and for slabs G-j = 1 - 2E^ | 1 + af)
54
so for a —s>0 and for t —^^ we have CL = 1- 2E-,(iNTcr )I j  p
which is constant. Thus s(</0 is constant so that
_ NlcT NlcTG
s = s(if) = ------2---- ; Hlso = -----2--- .
a(Nlor - G) e NlcT - G
For example for Gg = 1.0, Nlcl = 6,0 .
M W  « m ilam Nls = 1.1744, Lim Nls = 1.1744. 
t e . a 0 e
Values of his computed as described in 5.6 can be seen
6
to approach this limit as t :
t ' 104 105 106
Nlsrte 1.1656 1.1713 1.1742
— 1However as a 0, s -̂><*> as ~ so that it is impossible
to calculate NTs with any accuracy to test this limit*e
Hlse does not always tend to its limit as t steadily, 
but tends to fluctuate as seen in the table below for a=100:
Table 4*2. Nlse for Slab systems. Gg = 1*0, Nlc^ = 6*0*
t 0 10 102 105 104 105 106
a = 10 1.053 1.072 1.112 1.148 1.166 1 . 1 7 1 1 . 1 7 4
a = 100 1.042 1.029 1.037 1.065 1.110 1 . 1 4 7 1.166
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These fluctuations are caused by forcing the equality 
R = s.J(s,t) • R increases with t; *s.J increases with 
both s and t. The graphs of 
1• R with t
2# s#J(s,t) v/ith t for constant "s 
have slightly different curvatures, so that when they 
are equated s has to fluctuate to compensate#
• i













From table 4.3 for a = 10 it can be seen that R rises 
from.1.2448 to 1.3551 as t goes from 100 to 300, but 
for constant ’s,'s.J rises from 1.2448 to 1.3554.
ie. s.J rises above R# Thus for R to equal *s#J , *s 
must be lov/er for t = 300 than it was for t = 100#
Using the same reasoning for table 4.3 for a = 100 
i-j can be seen that in this case s’ must be higher for t = 300 
than it was for t = 100#
56.
Since Nls. is directly related to "s it too must 6
fall in the first case, and rise in the second.
Thus we have:
hlse for Slab systems for G-g = 0.9, NlC^ = 1.0
t 100 300
a = 10 1.1207 1.1179
a = 100 1.0346 1.0692
which appears rather unusual but this is due to the 
forcing, and Nls^ in this case ultimately reaches the 
value 1.1024 for both a z 10 and a = 100, where 1.1024 
is Limit as t oo .
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4.3 Tabulation of Results.
Nls„ for e
G2 = 1.0,NÏcrp = 0.1 .
t = 100 300
a = 102 1.2160 1.1633
103 1.1879 1.2325
104 1.0761 1.0845
CMarella's Nls = 1.1365
w
G2 = 1.0f NTcrp = 1.0 .
t = 100 300
a = 102 1.1683 1.2129
103 1.0631 1.0707
10 4 1.0761 1.0537
CMarella's NTs = 1*1173
G? = 1.0, nT oT = 6.04 ------ - - P -...
t = 100 300
a = 102 1.0368 1.0479
105 1.0198 1.0181
104 • O V>J 'OJ O 1*0234
CMarella's Nls = 1*04076
Slab Systems.
G? = 0.7, Nlcr = 0.1 .— ---------- P
t = 100 300
a = 102 0.7980 0.7753
103 0.7882 0.8066
104 0.7390 0.7425
Chiarella's Nls = 0.7625
Gp = 0.7, Bier = 1.0 .— —  -- —  - P
t = 100 300i
P » 0 no 0.7795 0.7987
105 0.7519 0.7351
104 0.7414 0.7282
CMarella's Nls = 0*7586e
Gp = 0.7, NTcr = 6.0 .- - - - _ . J?_ _. . _ --
t = 100 300
a = 102 0.7180 0.7232
103 0.7098 0.7089
104 0.7163 0.7116
CMarella's Nls = 0*7200
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_4»4 Comparison of these resultfs with Chiarella1s Values»
Table showing R, the resonance integral, and "s.jfs, t), the 
approximation to the resonance integral, evaluated with 
s derived from Chiarella* s Nls^ .
g2 = 1 . 0
llTcr = 0.1P ..
Nlse = 1.1365
G2 = 0.7
Nl o' = 0.1P
Nls0 = 0.7675 e
G2 =1.0
Nlcr = 1.0 P
Kls. = 1.1175e
Go = 0.7 
1.0
His. = 0.7586
m o p  =
a S
ootl-p t = 300
R S.J R S.J
102 .12365 1.1116 1.0922 1.2438 1.2383
h o ? .012365 .3630 .3535 .5052 .4829
104 .0012365 • 0698 .0722 .0920 .0950
1 o2 .0867 5 .9869 .9749 1.1434 1.14 0 7
| 105 .008675 .2835 .2790 .3971 .3858
1 o4 .0008675 .0560 .0572 .0716 .0731
102 .021173 .5020 .4950 .6710
L------ ,
.6557
105 .0021173 .1024 .1043 .1394 .1417’■’d"o .00021173 .0242 .0229 .0270 .0275
210* .017586 .4455 .4423 .6006 .5931
_s. o V>
J .0017586 .0908 .0917 .1222 .1234





N ls . =
1.0
6.0
G2 = 0.7 
llTcr = 6 .0
His. =
a 8 t = 100 t = 300
R S.J R S.J
102 .0117545 .3414 .3416 .4680 .4676
IQ? .00117345 • 0696 .0697 .0912 .0914
j 104 .000117345 .0177 .0177 .0191 .0191
102 .011200 .3311 .3312 .4545 .4543
105 .0011200 .0675 .0676 .0882 .0883
) 104 .00011200 .0172 .0172 .0185 .0186
From these results it can be seen that Chiarella’s
value for Nls gives a reasonable approximation to
the resonance integral. It is most accurate for larger
HTcxp • The percentage errors range from a maximum
of 5*5i° for one case v/ith Nlcr̂  = 0.1 to zero in some
cases for Nlcr = 6.0.P
Doherty[6]found that Chiarella’s method over
estimated the size of the resonance integral. The results
cr
here show this is so for a = —  large. Doherty’s results
P
were for large a, as were Chiarella’s. The above results 
also show that Chiarella’s method overestimates R for 
t  = 300, which is for absolute temperature T = 900°A, 
which is the temperature Doherty used.
Details of Methods used in Computing«
5.1 The Function E^(y). •
Chapter 5.
The functions E (y) 
by Schloemilch in 1859* 
detail by Case et al [2] 
From the expression
= i, 6 ^  U~n were
They are discussed in some
oO r\




5.1.1 En(y) = T  in')' + {jrH')'!' ’ (loS y ~ Vm=0 
m £ n-1





5*1.1 will give E^(y) accurately for small y. It 
was used in the calculations for this work for j  ^ 3, 
and for y close to 3 it was necessary to use 18 terms. 
This gave a minimum accuracy of 5 decimal places.
A variation of the asymptotic expansion, given by 
Case et al but due to G-. Blanch, is for y >> 1
En (y) = - yy + n
-I + --2-- - + SA.2- - AX.
_  (y + n)2 (y + n)4




[  e~yu(-24y^u^ + 58ny^u*^ - 22n^yu + nJ)J, un (yu + n)8
T M s  expression was used to evaluate E^(y) for 
y  > 3, with the remainder taken as zero, and gave 
a minimum accuracy of five decimal places for y close 
to 3.
Case et al give a tabulation of E,(y) for values 
of y between 0 and 10, and the programs based on 5.1.1 
and on Blanch's expansion were checked against the 
tables to test their accuracy.
A
5.2 The Function ~ I K^-Cy cos0 ) cos0 d0 *2
J q ______________
K^(x) is given by 2.4.5 .
can be evaluated to sufficient accuracy by the
rational approximation given in [ 12J
Ki5(x)
2 3 - xa + bx + ex + dx e "
e + fx + gx + hx Y T + x
a = .52197980, b = 3.4150861, c = 2.8822975, d = .49523037 
e = .66459895, f = 4.1979495, g = 2.7422822, h = .39516928
%
| K ^ ( y  cos0) cos0 d0 = K i 3 (y cos(|e + j) )cos(£e+|)
JO




5«3 The Function j t lZ x l1-






1 +  y ‘
The fourier cosine transform of this gives
2
- e~p - f
n
so that an alternative expression for ^(x,t) is
F L '  tfo
t
©O
e“P - P cos px dp5.3.1 >j/(x,t) = j
Jo




r°-te. - y)« 4t
—  * o
y ay
1 +  y ‘
ocP
= j e~p ~ P  ̂sin px dp 
JoWhen t is small or x large it follows from2
expanding the term e~p ^
l^(x,t)
n=0
00 tn d2 n , 1
I . 2n\ , 2n dx 1 + x
which for t = 0 gives
5.3,2 vKx,0) = --5 , which is the expression used
1 1 + x^
for in Chiarella's work (see 2.7)
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For large t or small x the term e ^ may be neglected 





4t me . For this work t lies
between 100 and 300, and the approximation is not 
accurate enough in the range to be used.
If the expression 5.3.1 for ll/(x,t) is differentiated 
with respect to x, and the result rearranged by integrating 
by parts, the expression obtained is
5.3.4 ip'(x,t) = —  X(x,t) - —  <Kx,t)
- 2t 2t '
and by differentiating the equivalent expression for 
3£(x,t)
5*5*5 % f(x,t) = ------- lKx,t)-----%(x,t)
2t 2t 1 2t
Combining 5*5*4 and 5*3*5 it can be seen that ij/ satifies 
the second order differential equation
5.3.6 4t2 if/1 • + 4tx t|/’ + (1 + x2 + 2t) ̂  = 1
Using 5.3.6 t];" = _ L \ + . ,.x. . ,.2U (j/
T 4t t 4t '
Differentiating this with respect to x, then using it





and by this method any higher derivative of lj/(x,t) can 
he expressed as a function of [¡J and vj/',
The numerical evaluation of i|/ can be performed by a 
Taylor expansion using the above derivatives 
^(x,t) = f(a,t)+(x-a) f  (a, t ) 4 ~ I  f  ' (a,t)+ly^ f " (a,t)+.,
The initial values for x = 0 are
*0
i|/(0,t) = J  e~ 2“P “ p t dp
1
11 iff 4t----e erfc(— — )
2 Yt 2 Yt
t//f(0,t) = 0 .
It is then possible to step out form 0 to any 
required value of x.
The program PSICHI, by Doherty [3] , uses this 
method. It was used for the evaluation of results 
for chapter 4*
Another subroutine, PSI9* hy Chiarella, is much 
faster than PSICHI but is only accurate for small t. 




j(u,t) - ; ..■<%*■>-- ax .
0 P + Wi.t)
For numerical integration the integral is cut into 
tv.’o parts
r c <*>
-I# = J o + 5 where c is a cut off point
chosen for a particular (3 and t. 
c for small t.
. ‘ -J
Using (1/ = -----^ , J is represented by the shaded
1 + jL
The point c is chosen as the point where the curve 
has fallen to half its maximum height. It is also the
-i
point which divides the area in half for = -—
1 + x2 *
The maximum height of the curve y =
*1
is when x = 0, = 1, y = y •
V
Ÿ + (3
At x = c the curve has fallen to half its height 
so that 1
7  = 2(1 + (3)
66*
i
2p +  1
x = 3 H- 1
p
5.4.1 = v/1 + i
c for large t.
It lias been shown by numerical methods [19] that 
for large t the best value for c is
5.4»2 c = 2/ t log(6,6 + ±lA
pye
)
Whichever of 5.4*1 and 5-4.2 is larger is used.
For t = 0 <K
P + f
dx = , -1 iBtan — —  x 
iPITVTT Vp+i
so that 3L
p +  f
, itdx = —
2 TffKfJ +  1)
j
r cO
^ n nd x  = ~ 1
p +r 4 YpTF T l T
v
H
4  P + Y dx
showing that c as cut off divides the integral exactly 
in half for t = 0#
Both halves of the integral are converted to the
1
range -1 to 1:
the first by the transformation x = -g-c(y + 1)
6T.
2cthe second by x = j V y  •
A 16 point Gauss Legendre integration 
each half.
rule is used for
5*5 Evaluation of R .
r = ax
J „  s(y) + V
NTcr ( 1 + a u/) + au/G
s ( y )  =  ------------- 1 ----------- —Hlo^a(1 + ai|/) - aG
R is of the same form as the J function except 
it has s(ip) instead of (3, so the same method of integration 
is used. The cut off point c cannot be written in terms 
of s(l|/) as s(y) is a function of x, so the constant 
s which gives the same value to the integral if it 
replaces s(y) is needed. However the value of R is needed 
first in the evaluation of *s, so the expected *s is used.
The expected value of *s is calculated from Chiarella1s
value for Ills .e
The change of variable is then made on the basis of 
this value of c. Two 16 point gaussian integrations were 
again found adequate.
68.
In calculating s ( f ) , &1 is found using the methods 
of 5.1 and 5.2, depending on whether slat or cylindrical 
fuel lumps are required.
oO to
5*6 Solution of 8 . V
S + y
dx = ^ dx for s. 
s(f) + f
The value of R, the right hand side of the equation, 
is found by the method of 5.5 .
Values of sJ, the left hand side, can be found 
by 5.4 for any given *s. Values ss and ^  are found 
by trial and error such that *so gives *sQJ < R, "ŝ gives
s^J > R. Call sQJ = R~ , s^J = R+# The value of "s
derived from Chiarella*s Nls^ is consistently belov/ thee
true value so makes a good start for "s .
The required *s lies between I3 and ¡ŝ , so
5.6.1 i = sQ + pCs-j - "s ) for some p, 0 <p <1.
Now f(sQ + pC^ - sQ) ) ^  f(sQ) + pUCs^-f(s0) )
or R ^  R" + p(R+ - R~)
P R - R*L+ - R"
If this value of p is used in 5*6.1 it will give
a value of "s closer to the required one than either
"s or 1L • If the new value of "s still does not give o 1
69#
a value of sJ close enough to R, then the new s is used 
to replace sQ or ŝ  depending on whether it gives a 
value of sJ above or below R, and the process is repeated.
The process is repeated until a value of "s is found 
to give sJ as close to R as required.
70.
Conclusion.
Chiarella [4] in establishing an equivalence relation 
between homogeneous and heterogeneous systems introduced 
the two assumptions cro>>cf and T = 0°A. The work reported 
in this thesis was undertaken to investigate the validity 
of these assumptions and their effect on the use of Chiarella’s 
equivalence relation for the calculation of resonance 
absorption.
Chapter 3 considered the relaxation of the condition
cr >>cr . The assumption T = 0 v/as retained so that unbroadenedo p
resonance contours could be used for ease of computation. 
Chiarella*s method was followed as closley as possible 
but without any approximations on the basis of cro>>cro
being made
Graphs of His as a function of Nlcr were obtained
e cr p
for various values of ~ • The main features of these°p cr _
graphs (fig. page 44) is that for a fixed — , His rises
-  . p . .to a maximum as NlcT varies from zero to infinity.
Jr
However this turning point for all practical values of 
or— £ occurs when Nltf is far closer to zero than it ever
ap P ais in practice. This turning point for ~  = 0 was found
.  p  .  .numerically and verified analytically. The limits of
HTs for HTcr = 0 and for llTcr x e p p
a n a l y t i c a l l y .
-*► 00 were also checked
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When temperature was considered to he zero the values
-oximation to the resonance integral. Por -£• > 100 and
of NTsg found by Chiarella's method gave a reasonable appr-
ao
— °p — crNlcr > 1 the error was less than 1 io. Por smaller —
- - °Pand smaller the errors were larger but were regular
and predictable*_ cr
Since Nls^ now depends on ~  the equivalence relation
• ^ Pvaries from resonance to resonance and v;e no longer have
an effective potential scattering cross section per atoiii
which is resonance independent* However in the practical
range the effect of the resonance dependence is slight*
— _ crFor example for nT o^ = 1 the variation in Nlse from = 100
to —  -> is less than 0 * 7 As the resonances for which
P ’
cr
—  is small have only a small effect on the resonance integral 
Pthis method still gives a good approximation to the resonance 
integral despite the resonance dependence*
The effect of further relaxing the condition T = 0 was 
considered in chapter 4* This was not intended as an 
exhaustive treatment since with the need to evaluate the 
Doppler broadened contour function such an undertaking 
would involve considerable machine time* The work in 
chapter 4 was primarily a pilot study to determine if the 
computations at absolute zero temperature were reliable*
Once temperature becomes a variable the forcing of
72
the equality between the resonance integral and the J
function causes irregularities. The errors in the value
of the effective resonance integral caused by using
Chiarella* s value of HIs are up to 5.5/6# These errorse
do not form a regular pattern and a correction term
would be difficult to find, However the temperature dependent
value of Nlse oscillates about that found by Chiarella
for various values of •—  so there is a possibility that
Pover the whole resonance range of an absorbing atom the 
errors for individual resonances could tend to compensate 
for one another. Considerable work would be required to
check this possibility. For Nlo^> 5 the errors are small 
and a calculation using Chiarella*s equivalence relation 
would give a reasonably accurate value of the effective ■ 
resonance integral.
All the results in this thesis have been obtained for 
individual resonances. Since it has been found that the 
effective potential scattering cross section per atom is 
resonance dependent there is no strict equivalence relation 
for an absorbing atom. It would appear that the next step 
in this investigation would require the evaluation of the 
effective resonance integral for an absorbing atom taking 
its resonance structure into account. A task of this 
magnitude is beyond the scope of the present thesis and
73.
v/ould require careful consideration of the possible 
benefits and alternative approaches before being undertaken# 
Amongst other approximations the theory of this thesis 
still contains Bell’s approximation for the collision 
probability#
Approximate equivalence relations over the past 
decade have contributed to an understanding of the physics 
of resonance absorption in heterogeneous systems, but with 
the demand for increasing accuracy for the prediction of 
reactor behaviour they may have outlived their usefulness. 
With the development of high speed computing systems it 
is now a relatively simple task to calculate exact collision 
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